
Cessna Throttle Control Attachment Replacement

These are the two types of carb throttle devices which attach to the throttle arm of the
carburetor and to the 10-32 threaded end of the throttle cable.

On the left, the old type. In the body is a spring pushing on a ‘cup’ which presses
on the ball shaped end of the swivelable portion with the threads and hex and the ball
end.  The threaded portion is secured to the throttle arm and what appears to be an
open end of the body contains  a “screw” which can be repositioned to change the
pressure on the ball shaped end for easy movement but good tension.  After
tightening, the threaded part  is secured with the safety wire.

Too many of these came loose, so the termination end was changed to the style on the right.
The bearing permits accommodation of the different angles of the throttle end and the
throttle arm as the throttle position is changed.  An  AN-3 bolt  drilled through at the
threaded end goes through the bearing and the throttle arm with spacers as required to align
and a locking nut (castellated nut and cotter key) to secure the assembly.

The service letter following was issued in 1979 (about thirty years after the original part was
installed) and another special notice was issued by Cessna in 1986.

This is all I could find. There may be another, third page to the messages from Cessna.
Note that there are no part numbers called out in the Cessna notes other than the bolt and
cotter key.  The figure created to show the intent is not an absolute, so be guided by what
you have on the plane/engine and make no changes unless sanctioned beforehand by the
A&X and then observed and approved after!  The fact that the notice was re-issued in ‘86
suggests that too many owners/FBO’s  had not incorporated the ‘79 notice to upgrade.

You can tell that the info from Cessna was already a copy of a copy, so the scanning and
conversion can’t bring back the clarity of printing the originals had.



-----------------------------------------------------------------
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And this special notice in 1986:
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Throttle cable end 
and rod end female 
mated

Throttle cable end

Rod end female

AN3-x bolt

Throttle arm

Page three throttle upgrade.  
Neal nov '05

Throttle cable end, usually 
terminates in  male 10-32 threads

Rod end female threaded  to mate 
with the end of the throttle cable

Cotter key

Sometimes, a spacer and a longer bolt 
get rid of the awkward offset of the 
throttle cable vs the throttle arm.

Castle nut

Nov ‘05, filed as Cessna throttle all
Neal

cougarnfw@aol.com
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